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The whole Sonic gang is at Sonic's house on Christmas eve but not much is joyous
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Sonic Story for the Holidays (of DOOM)

It was December 24th. Tails, Knuckles, Rouge, Amy, Shadow, and Cream were at Sonic's house
celebrating Christmas eve. Everyone was happy and joyous, humming Christmas carols and wearing
Santa Claus or elf hats (even Shadow). But wait! Those hats are actually bombs. Oh well. Right now
everyone was either watching Christmas specials on the TV (as long as the special had the word doom
or death in the title which made it very difficult to find one) or helping themselves to the wide variety of
snacks everyone had prepared (actually the people that were "helping themselves" were just waiting for
other people to eat theirs because they had poisoned the snacks). At 4:30 p.m. Amy and Rouge started
preparing the Christmas dinner (after a battle with a pan). After about 15 minutes Cream wanted to help
with dinner and Amy and Rouge gladly accepted her help (please note that Rouge and Amy had an evil
smile when they accepted her help). After 10 minutes Tails wanted to help. After 5 minutes, Sonic. 24
and 3 quarters of a second later, Knuckles. Then Shadow heard battle cries and it sounded like an
"every man for itself" melee. Shadow likes every man for itself melees so he went in screaming a
strange chant. It sounded something like "Oooooohhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaagh I I
AAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIII". He then saw Rouge putting Amy in a headlock ready to hit her with the ham, Sonic
stuffing mashed potatoes in Tails's mouth while he screamed "NO. I'm allergic!", Cream helping Sonic,
and Knuckles with a tutu on and a lampshade over his head doing ballet through the kitchen. When
Shadow entered he asked "What in the world are you doing?" They replied with "We don't have the
slightest idea." They decided that this would be a good time for opening presents (most of them were
bombs). Cream gave her presents first because she wanted to and threatened everybody with a broom.
She decided to start with Rouge (she really never liked Rouge). She tried to find her present to Rouge
under Sonic's tree. It took a while but once she found it she handed it over to Rouge with a evil "Here
you go" and Rouge took it and tore off the wrapping paper. It was a ring with pictures of the master
emerald engraved in it. Rouge hated it. Before she got a chance to stuff it down Creams throat, they
heard a fast beeping noise coming from their hats (remember, they were bombs). Their hats exploded.
But wait. They just dispensed smoke. Suddenly they floated off their heads and little pink aliens in
orange jumpsuits came out. They said in a squeaky voice "We have gotten into the great destroyers
house. Phase one of mission complete!"
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Everyone stared at Sonic because he was the 'Great Destroyer.' Then Amy broke the silence by saying,
"I'm so proud of my Sonic!" and she ran toward him. Sonic took out a laser pistol, pointed it at Amy and
said, "Back up!" "LASER TAG! YAYYYYYY!!!!!!!!!!!!" Tails screamed (nobody was guarding the coffee or
the sugar today). Tails took out a laser machine gun, and went on a laser shooting spree, even though
he knew the lasers were real. The pink aliens said, "This is truly the great destroyers house! Make
yourself at home!!!" A lot more pink aliens jumped out of their jumpsuits (why did you think they were
called JUMPsuits). They took out lawn chairs, umbrellas, and fruit drinks with the little umbrellas in them.
They also took out a big laser with Sonic, Tails, Amy, Rouge, Cream, and Knuckle's DNA locked so they
couldn't escape and had to tend to their every whim. They then took out an artificial sun so they could
get a tan. Then a Goth fox walked in, said, "Dude, the sun. Not cool." And walked out. Then all the pink
aliens said both in awe and perfect unison, "The great overlord has arrived" and started bowing down. A
laser shot through the wall cutting out an echidna. Then, (even though you probably already guessed)
Tikal came in on a floating throne.
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Tikal shouted with great volume and authority, "Bow down to me!" "Especially you!" she then shouted,
pointing her scepter at Espio, who had walked in through the hole. "NOOOOOOO!! Shouted Espio,
"Then I won't be able to read Phantom42's stories!"

We interrupt your normal programming to tell you that that was an advertisement. Thank you.

"BOW!" screamed Tikal, enraged. "OK" replied Espio quickly, as he dropped to his knees and started
bowing, "Bowing is fun!" By this time all of the pink aliens were bowing in unison and chanting in unison,
"The great echidna has come. We are free. We will no longer be weird."

We once again interrupt your normal programming to tell mattkur that what was wrong with them was
that they were weird.

Suddenly Tikal said in a surprisingly calm and nice voice, "I must complete my mission; the reason I
came here. HAPPY CHRISTMAHANUKWANZADON!" "what?" was all Sonic could reply with. Tikal
explained, "Once I said 'Merry Christmas' to a guy I later figured out celebrated Hanukkah and he hit me
with a brick. So I invented Christmahanukwanzadon. 'Christma' comes from Christmas. 'Hanu' comes
from Hanukkah. 'Kwanza' obviously comes from Kwanza. And 'don' comes from Ramadon. And ever
since I started saying that I only got weird looks instead if a flying brick to the head." "oh. That makes
perfect sense." Sonic said.
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